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Optimization Methodology for
Designing 2-CPAs Exploiting Pattern Diversity in
Clustered MIMO Channels
Antonio Forenza, Member, IEEE, and Robert W. Heath, Jr., Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—Arrays designed for multiple-input multiple-output
(MIMO) communication systems must provide good performance
in terms of information theoretic and microwave theoretic performance measures for a large number of channel scenarios.
Consequently, the general MIMO array design problem is challenging. This paper proposes a novel optimization methodology
for designing circular patch arrays (CPAs), under a clustered
MIMO channel model assumption. Based on the ergodic capacity,
it is found that the single-cluster scenario can approximate
CPA performance in clustered channels, reducing the number
of channel scenarios that need to be considered. Using a new
definition of channel spatial correlation that allows for pattern
diversity, metrics are derived for evaluating average and outage
capacity performance of CPAs, which can be expressed as a
function of only the antenna parameters. With this expression, an
optimization is formulated and solved numerically for optimizing
the parameters of a 2-CPA on a capacity based objective function
and microwave theory performance constraints. An example
design is given corresponding to a 2-CPA in the 2.4 GHz
unlicensed frequency band.
Index Terms—MIMO systems, antenna arrays, pattern diversity, microstrip antennas, spatially correlated channels.

T

I. I NTRODUCTION

HE capacity that a multiple-input multiple-output
(MIMO) channel can support is a function of the array
parameters (i.e., element spacing, array geometry, radiation
pattern, cross-polarization) and the spatial characteristics of
the propagation environment (i.e., angle spread, angle of
arrival, power angle profile) [1]–[3]. MIMO antenna arrays
can be designed to reduce the spatial correlation of the channel, resulting in enhanced link performance. One promising
solution to reduce the spatial correlation is pattern diversity
[4]–[11].
Pattern diversity can provide similar performance gains as
conventional space diversity techniques [1]–[3], [12], [13],
while satisfying more restrictive size constraints of wireless
devices. To exploit pattern diversity, each antenna element is
designed to radiate with near-orthogonal radiation patterns as
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a means to create uncorrelated channels across different array
elements. The benefits of pattern diversity have been shown
through practical measurements with array designs employing
tri-monopole collocated antennas [7], [8], switched parasitic
antennas [4], [10], [14] and dipoles with 90o hybrid [5]. In
[11] we derived the theoretical performance gain attainable
through pattern over space diversity, by employing 2-element
arrays of circular patch antennas, called circular patch arrays
(CPAs).
Motivated by the theoretical results in [11], in this paper we
define a novel optimization algorithm for designing 2-CPAs,
accounting for both far-field (i.e., scattering in the propagation
environment) and near-field (i.e., mutual coupling) effects.
Complete models to analyze the performance of compact
MIMO arrays were proposed in [15], [16]. In [15], [16]
the transfer function of MIMO systems (relating the input
signals to the output of the receiver) was defined to model
the propagation channel as well as the coupled transmit and
receive antennas. These models can be used to evaluate the
performance of given MIMO array designs in different propagation scenarios via Monte Carlo simulations. To optimize
the array parameters in a variety of propagation conditions,
however, it is desirable to express the array performance (i.e.,
objective function of the optimization problem) as a deterministic function, thereby increasing the rate of convergence of the
optimization algorithm. In this paper we decouple near-field
and far-field effects, and define an objective function from
closed form MIMO capacity expressions that account for the
propagation channel.
Different solutions have been proposed in the literature
for antenna design optimization [17]–[23]. These methods
were conceived to optimize antenna bandwidth [17]–[21] and
radiation pattern [22], [23], without accounting for far-field
effects in the propagation channel. In MIMO communication,
however, the capacity and error rate performance of antenna
arrays are affected by the spatial correlation [24], which is in
fact a function of the distribution of the scatterers in the propagation environment [1], [3]. Hence, optimization methods for
MIMO array designs have to account for both far- and nearfield effects. In this paper we propose a practical optimization
algorithm to design MIMO arrays that exploit pattern diversity
(i.e., CPAs) in realistic clustered propagation environments.
We define the objective function for the optimization method
based on MIMO communication performance metrics (to account for the propagation channel) and use microwave theory
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performance constraints (to ensure acceptable return loss and
low mutual coupling).
To develop the proposed optimization methodology, first we
discuss the channel and antenna parameters used as inputs
to the optimization algorithm for CPA designs. We observe
that the CPA performance in clustered channel models depends on orientation and angle spread of the clusters in the
propagation environment. Since the CPA can not easily be
reconfigured in practice, an alternative is to design a CPA
that is robust to a suite of channel conditions. Unfortunately,
this requires evaluating many different cluster configurations
including cluster location and angle spread. To solve this
problem, we demonstrate that the CPA performance can be
measured in single-cluster channels over a reduced set of
channel parameters with minimal error. This result makes
the proposed array optimization algorithm in clustered MIMO
channel models feasible since only a single cluster needs to
be considered. Since the CPA uses pattern diversity not spatial
diversity, we propose a new definition of spatial correlation
more suitable for studies of pattern diversity in realistic
clustered channel models. From this definition, we derive the
MIMO ergodic capacity in correlated channels and define two
communication theoretic metrics, which measure average and
outage performance of CPAs in several different propagation
scenarios. We express these metrics only as a function of the
antenna parameters to be directly used in the optimization
algorithm.
We account for near-field effects around the CPAs by defining the antenna bandwidth from the scattering parameters [25].
Theoretical analyses of the impedance bandwidth of circular
microstrip antennas as a function of the physical antenna
parameters were presented in [26], [27]. Here, we exploit the
results in [26], [27] to evaluate bandwidth and mutual coupling
effects as a function of the antenna parameters (i.e., radius
of the circular patch, feed position). Based on these results,
we propose a novel optimization algorithm that maximizes
an objective function that considers both average and outage
capacity, and uses microwave theory performance metrics
to produce robust CPA designs. To make our discussion
concrete, we consider practical system parameters (i.e., the
ISM band) and clustered channel models as in the IEEE
802.11n standard for wireless local area networks (WLANs).
While the proposed optimization methodology is conceived
for 2-CPAs, we believe it can be extended (with appropriate
choice of optimization parameters and design constraints) to
any MIMO array that exploits pattern diversity in realistic
clustered propagation environments.
This paper differs in several ways from our prior work in
[11], [28]. In our prior work we derived the spatial correlation
matrix for the 2-CPA under a single cluster assumption, found
its eigenvalues, and then determined bounds on capacity and
error rate. Using these results, we showed that performance
gains due to pattern diversity are essentially determined by
the shape of the antenna radiation patterns. In our previous
work we analyzed the 2-CPA using ideal radiation patterns
derived from theoretical analysis, while in this paper we
evaluate these patterns numerically through an electromagnetic
(EM) software tool, to account for the near-field effects. In
our previous work, we only optimized the mode number of
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the CPA using an argument about diminishing returns in the
capacity for a specific choice of radius and feed location. In
this paper we optimize the parameters of the 2-CPA based
on a robustness objective function defined from average and
outage ergodic capacities and we include constraints on the
return loss and mutual coupling.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the
channel model and antenna parameters used in the proposed
optimization method. Section III presents the CPA analysis in
clustered MIMO channels. Sections IV and V describe the
MIMO communication and microwave theory performance
metrics for the optimization method, respectively. In Section
VI we formulate and solve the proposed optimization algorithm. Finally, we draw the conclusions in Section VII.
II. O PTIMIZATION PARAMETERS AND P ROBLEM
F ORMULATION
In this section we present the channel model and antenna
parameters used in the proposed optimization algorithm for
CPAs. Then we describe the optimization problem and algorithm block diagram.
A. Clustered MIMO Channel Model and Parameters
We generate the MIMO channel through the well known
Kronecker model [1], [29]. While we recognize the fundamental limitations of this model [30]–[33], we adopt the
Kronecker structure for its practical use in the IEEE 802.11n
standard [34] and simple analytical tractability, which enables
performance predictions of MIMO arrays with reduced computational complexity. For a narrowband MIMO system, with
Nt transmit antennas and Nr receive antennas, the channel
matrix under the Kronecker assumption is given by
H = R1/2 ZS1/2

(1)

where Z ∈ CNr ×Nt is a matrix of complex Gaussian fading
coefficients. S and R denote the transmit and receive spatial
correlation matrices.
In clustered channel models, the scattering objects around
the transmit/receive arrays are modelled as “clusters” and are
used to generate S and R. Detailed description of clustered
MIMO channel models was provided in [11]. Here, we assume
the clusters are distributed only over the azimuth directions,
consistent to the measurement results in [35], and summarize
the channel parameters as follows:
• Number of clusters (Nc );
(1)
(Nc )
• Mean AOA of the clusters: Φ = [φc , . . . , φc
], with
(i)
φc ∈ Aφ ;
(1)
(Nc )
• Angle spread of the clusters: Σ = [σφ , . . . , σφ
], with
(i)
σφ ∈ Aσ ;
(i)

(i)

where Aφ and Aσ denote the set of values of φc and σφ ,
respectively. For example, the IEEE 802.11n channel model
[34] assumes Aφ = [0o , 360o ] and Aσ = [15o , 50o ].
B. Circular Patch Array (CPA) Model and Parameters
We study the performance of MIMO arrays consisting of
two stacked circular microstrip antennas. The properties of
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of the proposed optimization algorithm for MIMO
array designs exploiting pattern diversity.

Fig. 1.

Geometry of the 2-CPA design.

circular microstrip antennas have been studied in [26], [27],
[36], [37]. In [27] it was shown that circular patch antennas
operating with different modes produce different radiation patterns in far-field. In [11], [28] we exploited the orthogonality
of the radiation patterns of circular patch antennas as a means
to reduce the correlation between the elements of MIMO
arrays, resulting in improved system performance (due to
pattern diversity). We also showed the dependence of the array
performance on mode number and physical antenna size, and
found that mode number 3 provides good size/performance
tradeoff.
In this paper, we consider 2-element CPAs with collocated
antennas stacked on top of each other, as depicted in Fig.
1. We excite the two circular microstrip antennas via coaxial
feeds, with φ0 = π/(2n) angle difference to produce nearorthogonal radiation patterns as in [11]. The two microstrip
antennas may have different physical dimensions, but the same
mode number.
In summary, the physical antenna parameters describing the
two elements of CPAs are:
• Physical radius (ρo ) of the circular microstrip antennas;
• Feed radial position (ρf ): defined as the distance between the center of the circular patch antenna and the
feeding point (assuming coaxial feed);
• Height (h) of the antenna substrate;
• Dielectric constant (r ) of the antenna substrate;
where ρf is defined in the range [0, ρo ] and typically r ∈
[2.2, 12].

where m ∈ {1, 2} for 2-element arrays1 and x = [x1 , x2 ]
contains the physical parameters of the 2-CPA. The vector
x takes its values from the set X ⊂ R6 that defines the
physical constraints of the array design and the feasible set
for the optimization algorithm. Note that x may also contain
additional entries, such as the dielectric constant (r ), the
radius of the circular ground plane (ρgp ) and the coaxial feed
pin (rc ).
Fig. 2 shows the block diagram of the proposed optimization
algorithm for MIMO array designs. For given input x, the antenna patterns are computed numerically through EM software
tools and used in combination with the channel parameters
to predict the performance of MIMO arrays in correlated
channels. Different communication theoretic metrics can be
used to evaluate the performance of the array (i.e., capacity or
error rate). In this paper we use the MIMO ergodic capacity
[38]. As depicted in Fig. 2, from the EM tools we also compute
the scattering parameters (i.e., the S-matrix) to measure the
antenna bandwidth and mutual coupling effects. These performance metrics are fed to the optimization algorithm that
computes the optimal set of antenna parameters xopt .
We observe that optimal CPA designs obtained from this
method have to be robust in a variety of propagation conditions. It is impractical, however, to evaluate the CPA performance for any combination of orientation and angle spread of
the clusters, defined by the channel parameters in Subsection
II-A. In the next section, we demonstrate how to choose a
subset of channel parameters for the proposed optimization
algorithm based on capacity analysis.

III. CPA A NALYSIS IN C LUSTERED MIMO C HANNELS
C. Problem Statement
The goal of the algorithm proposed in this paper is to
numerically compute the antenna parameters to optimize the
CPA performance (according to metrics defined later in this
paper) in a variety of propagation scenarios, determined by
different combinations of channel parameters.
The optimization parameters are defined by the following
vector describing the physical dimension of the m-th antenna
element of the CPA


(m)
(2)
, h(m)
xm = ρ(m)
o , ρf

We first compute the spatial correlation coefficients of
CPAs in closed-form for multi-cluster channel models. From
these coefficients, we analytically derive a lower bound on
the MIMO ergodic capacity and demonstrate that the CPA
performance can be evaluated over a reduced set of channel
parameters with minimal error. This result is used to simplify
the proposed optimization algorithm, yielding a significant
reduction in computational complexity.
1 For the rest of this paper, we denote the bottom patch in Fig. 1 with “1”
and the top patch with “2”.
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A. Spatial Correlation of CPAs in Multi-Cluster Channels
In narrowband systems, the spatial correlation between the
-th and m-th antennas of the MIMO array can be expressed
as
Nc
1 
(i)
r,m =
r
(3)
Nc i=1 ,m
(i)

where r,m is the correlation coefficient corresponding to the ith cluster and the normalization factor before the summation is
to satisfy the trace constraint of the spatial correlation matrix
(i.e., Tr(R) = N )2 . Moreover, , m = 1, . . . , N , where N
denotes the number of array elements at the transmitter or
receiver, and we focus on the special case of N = 2.
In [11] we derived closed-form expressions of the correlation coefficients in single-cluster channels (i.e., Nc = 1).
Now we compute analytically these correlation coefficients
accounting for multiple clusters. To simplify this analysis we
assume that the Nc clusters experience the same angle spread
(i)
(i.e., σφ = σφ , ∀i = 1, . . . , Nc ). Under this assumption,
substituting equations (16) and (20) in [11] into (3), we derive
the auto-correlation coefficient as
r1,1 (Nc , Φ, σφ ) = 

× 1−e

√
− 2π/σφ

|α(ρ, n)|2
1−


√
e− 2π/σφ

(nσφ )2
1 + 2(nσφ )2


√
Nc
1 − e− 2π/σφ cos(nπ) 
2
(i)
+
cos (nφc )
Nc (nσφ )2
i=1
(4)

and the cross-correlation coefficient as

Fig. 3. Exact eigenvalues (λ1 and λ2 ) and bounds in (9) and (10).
The channel is simulated with variable Nc , mean AoAs generated as
(i)
φc = φ̃(i − 1)/Nc (with i = 1, . . . , Nc and φ̃ = 120o ) and variable
AS (σφ ).

We expand the two terms in (6) within the brackets by
substituting the correlation coefficients in (4) and (5), and
obtain (7) and
2 (n even)

c

|α(ρ, n)|2
sin(2nφ(i)
c ), (5)
2Nc [1 + 2(nσφ )2 ] i=1

respectively. Note that the auto-correlation coefficient for the
second patch is derived from equation (4), accounting for the
angle shift (φ0 ) across the two antennas, and r2,2 (φc , σφ ) =
r1,1 (φc − φ0 , σφ ). Moreover, the cross-correlation coefficient
r2,1 has the same expression as (5).
B. Eigenvalue Analysis
The eigenvalues λ(1,2) of the 2×2 spatial correlation matrix
(R) are computed using the well-known quadratic equation as
λ(1,2)

= λ(1,2) (Nc , Φ, σφ )
1
=
(r1,1 + r2,2 ) ±
2

4r1,2 r2,1 + (r1,1 − r2,2 )2
(6)

where λ1 and λ2 are the maximum and minimum eigenvalues
of spatial correlation matrix R, respectively. The eigenvalues
in (6) depend on the channel parameters (i.e., Nc , Φ and
σφ ) through the spatial correlation coefficients in (4) and (5).
Hereafter, we derive bounds on these eigenvalues for CPAs,
assuming the mode number n is even. Analogous results can
be easily derived for n odd, by using similar approximation
as in equation (30) in [11].
2 We

use Tr(·) to denote the trace of a matrix.

2

4r1,2 r2,1 + (r1,1 − r2,2 )
=
⎧
2 
2 ⎫
Nc
Nc
⎬
⎨ 1 

1
×
cos(2nφ(i)
+
sin(2nφ(i)
c )
c )
⎭
⎩ Nc
Nc i=1
i=1

N

r1,2 (Nc , Φ, σφ ) =

|α(ρ, n)|2
1 + 2(nσφ )2

≤

|α(ρ, n)|2
1 + 2(nσφ )2

2

(8)

.

Note that the upper bound in (8) follows from the inequalities
cos y ≤ 1 and sin y ≤ 1, ∀y ∈ [0, 2π).
Substituting (7) and (8) into (6) we derive bounds on the
eigenvalues of the CPA as
λ1 (σφ ) ≤ 1 +

1
1 + 2(nσφ )2

(9)

λ2 (σφ ) ≥ 1 −

1
.
1 + 2(nσφ )2

(10)

In Fig. 3 we compare the bounds on λ1 and λ2 against their
exact expressions as a function of the cluster AS for different
(i)
values of Nc . The mean AOAs are generated as φc = φ̃(i −
o
1)/Nc (with i = 1, . . . , Nc and φ̃ = 120 ) and variable AS
(σφ ). Fig. 3 shows that the bounds in (9) and (10) are close
to the exact expression of the eigenvalues in (6) for σφ >
15o , which is also the lowest value of AS defined by the
IEEE 802.11n standard channel model [34] for practical indoor
propagation environments. Note that the equalities in (9) and
(10) hold with equality only for the single cluster case, as
shown in Fig. 3.
C. Lower Bound on the MIMO Ergodic Capacity
In Section II-A we showed that clustered channel models
are defined by a large set of parameters. Optimizing the
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r1,1 + r2,2

= 

|α(ρ, n)|2


√
e− 2π/σφ

(nσφ )2
1 + 2(nσφ )2

1−


√
Nc 


 1 − e− 2π/σφ cos(nπ) 
√
− 2π/σφ
2
(i)
2
(i)
× 2 1−e
+
cos (nφc ) + sin (nφc )
N (nσφ )2
i=1
 c

√
 1 − e− 2π/σφ cos(nπ)

√
|α(ρ, n)|2
(nσφ )2

= 
2 1 − e− 2π/σφ +
√
2
(nσφ )2
1 − e− 2π/σφ 1 + 2(nσφ )

(n even)

=

|α(ρ, n)|2

design of 2-CPAs over many channel parameters to account
for different propagation conditions would be computationally
expensive. In this subsection we present a simple lower bound
on the MIMO ergodic capacity expressed as a function of
a reduced set of channel parameters. We show this bound
corresponds to the capacity of single-cluster channels. We
use this bound to optimize CPA designs with respect to the
worst case scenario (single-cluster case), thereby reducing the
computational complexity of the optimization algorithm. We
observe that in the Kronecker model (1) the transmit and
receive spatial correlations are treated separately. Since our
goal is to optimize CPAs either at the transmit or receive side,
without loss of generality, we consider single-sided spatially
correlated channel models to simplify our analysis.
A tight lower bound on the MIMO ergodic capacity for
zero-mean single-sided (only at the receiver) spatially correlated channels, assuming the model in (1) with Nr ≤ Nt , was
proposed in equation (82) in [39]

 p−1

γo
1 
C ≥ p log 1 +
exp
ψ(q − t) + ln |R|
Nt
p t=0
(11)
where p = min(Nr , Nt ), q = max(Nr , Nt ), γo is the average
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and ψ(·) is the Euler Digamma
function [39]. For the case of Nr = Nt = 2, equation (11)
simplifies as


ψ(1) + ψ(2) 
γo
C ≥ 2 log 1 + exp
|R| .
(12)
2
2
Next, we use the following theorem to derive a lower bound
on the ergodic capacity expressed as a function of channel and
antenna parameters.
Theorem. Consider the eigenvalues λ1 and λ2 of R, with

λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ 0 and Tr(R) = λ1 + λ2 = 2 by definition. Assume
2
λ1 ≤ 1 + 1/[1 + 2(nσφ ) ] as in (9). Then
1



|R| = λ1 λ2 ≥ 1 −

2.

[1 + 2(nσφ )2 ]

(13)

Proof: see Appendix.
In (13) we defined n the mode number (assumed to be even)
and σφ the cluster angle spread (assumed to be the same for
all the clusters in the channel). Substituting (13) into (12) we
obtain the following lower bound on the ergodic capacity of
clustered MIMO channels with CPAs


γo
C ≥ 2 log 1 + exp
2



(7)

ψ(1) + ψ(2)
2




1
1−
.
[1 + 2(nσφ )2 ]2
(14)

Note that the equality in (13) holds for the single-cluster case
as shown in equation (35) in [11]. Hence, the expression in
(14) is the exact MIMO ergodic capacity for CPAs in singlecluster channels. Moreover, it is possible to verify through
Monte Carlo simulations that the lower bound in (14) is close
to the capacity achieved for Nc = 6 (i.e., rich scattering
environment as defined in [34]).
These results demonstrate that the capacity of CPAs in
single-cluster channels (i.e., Nc = 1) is always lower than
the capacity obtained for Nc > 1 (for given value of AS).
Hence, the proposed optimization method considers only the
case of Nc = 1 to evaluate the performance of CPAs in clustered channels with minimal error and reduced computational
complexity.
IV. MIMO C OMMUNICATION P ERFORMANCE M ETRICS
In this section, we first present a new definition of spatial
correlation, particularly suitable for studies on pattern diversity. Then, we employ this definition to numerically compute
the capacity performance of CPAs in different propagation
scenarios as a function of the antenna parameters. Finally, we
propose two MIMO communication performance metrics that
will define the objective function of the proposed optimization
algorithm.
A. Normalized Spatial Correlation
The general definition of spatial correlation between the -th
and m-th elements of MIMO arrays is given by [40], [41]


r,m

= 

S(Ω)E  (Ω)E ∗m (Ω)dΩ

S(Ω) |E  (Ω)|2 dΩ
S(Ω) |E m (Ω)|2 dΩ
4π

4π

4π

1/2

(15)

where Ω = (φ, θ) is the solid angle, S(Ω) is the PAS of the
scattered fields, E  (Ω) is the far-field of the -th antenna of
the CPA and , m ∈ {1, 2}. Equation (15) can be simplified
as in [42], by using the following normalization [4]

2
S(Ω) |E  (Ω)| dΩ = 1.
(16)
4π

The normalization in (16), however, holds only when either
S(Ω) is uniformly distributed over the domain of integration or
the antennas are characterized by isotropic radiation patterns.
In the most general case of “clustered” channel models
(where the scattered energy is concentrated around the mean
AOAs of the clusters) and no isotropic antenna radiation
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patterns (as for antenna designs that exploit pattern diversity),
equation (16) is not satisfied for any channel condition, since
the antenna gain may vary as a function of the clusters mean
AOA. Then, we define a new spatial correlation coefficient as

S(Ω)E  (Ω)E ∗m (Ω)dΩ

r,m = 4π
(17)
2
S(Ω) |E iso (Ω)| dΩ
4π

where E iso (Ω) is the far-field of ideal isotropic radiators and
, m ∈ {1, 2}. Note that the envelope of (17) is not guaranteed
to be lower than one, as for the conventional definition of
correlation in (15), since the spatial correlation is normalized
with respect to the antenna gain of ideal isotropic radiators.
This normalization is introduced to take into account not only
the cross-correlation, but also the effect of the antenna gain of
non-isotropic radiators on the performance of MIMO arrays
in clustered channels. The effect of the normalization in (17)
on the capacity of MIMO systems exploiting pattern diversity
will be studied in the following subsection.
Moreover, we assume



2
2
S(Ω)dΩ =
|E iso (Ω)| dΩ =
|E  (Ω)| dΩ = 1
4π

4π

4π

(18)
where the first term of the equality is the condition for S(Ω) to
be a p.d.f., whereas the last two equalities define the transmit
power constraint. Consistent with the measurement results in
[35], we assume the PAS over the θ angles is independent from
the φ angles and most of the scattered energy propagates over
the azimuth directions. Then, we write S(Ω) = P (φ−φc )δ(θ−
π/2), where φc is the mean AOA of the cluster and P (φ) is
generated according to the truncated Laplacian distribution in
[43].
In the previous section we derived the closed-form expression of the auto- and cross-correlation coefficients of
CPAs assuming ideal radiation patterns. In practical designs,
however, near-field effects may produce pattern distortion and
affect the performance of CPAs. Hereafter, we evaluate (17)
numerically by employing realistic antenna radiation patterns
computed with FEKO, an EM software tool based on the
method of moments.
B. CPA Performance in Clustered MIMO Channels
We evaluate the MIMO capacity of different CPA designs
as a function of the channel characteristics, by varying the
physical parameters of the circular patch antennas. Different
closed-form exact expressions of the MIMO ergodic capacity
(with equal power allocation across the transmit antennas) for
spatially correlated channels modeled as in (1) were proposed
in [44], [45]. Here, we compute the capacity in [44] by using
our proposed definition of spatial correlation in (17). Our goal
is to evaluate the performance of CPAs employed either at
the transmit or receive sides, thus we assume only singlesided (only at the receiver) spatially correlated channels.
Moreover, we consider only single-cluster channels, for the
reason explained in subsection III-C.
Fig. 4 depicts the MIMO ergodic capacity of the CPA as a
function of the cluster mean AOA (φc ) and per-cluster angle

Fig. 4. Ergodic capacity of the CPA as a function of the cluster mean
AOA (φc ) and per-cluster AS (σφ ), with SN R = 10 dB, ρo = 0.45λ and
ρf = 0.64ρo .

spread (σφ ), with SN R = 10 dB. The CPA is simulated
with parameters ρo = 0.45λ and ρf = 0.64ρo, h = 1.575
mm and r = 2.2 to excite mode 3. The radiation patterns
of the two antenna elements of the CPA evaluated through
FEKO are given in Fig. 5(b). We observe that the capacity in
Fig. 4 increases as a function of the AS and saturates to its
maximum value for σφ > 15o at any value of φc . Moreover,
the capacity varies with respect to the mean AOA, unlike the
theoretical results presented in [11]. These oscillations are due
to the irregularity of the antenna radiation patterns in Fig.
5(b) (produced by near-field effects), and the notches in the
capacity curve occur at the angles φc = 15o , 195o due to the
reduced power radiated towards those angular directions.
Next, we evaluate the CPA performance with different
antenna parameters. We consider three values of radius of
the circular microstrip antennas: ρo = 0.39λ, 0.45λ, 0.51λ.
In Fig. 5 we observe that, by varying the radius ρo and for
fixed frequency of operation (i.e., 2.4 GHz as for WLANs),
the shape and gain of the antenna radiation patterns vary. The
value of ρo = 0.45λ corresponds to the resonant frequency
for mode 3 (with h = 1.575 mm and r = 2.2) as shown
in subsection II-B. We observe that the patterns in Fig. 5(b)
are irregular due to mutual coupling effects, unlike the ideal
radiation pattern shown in [11] for mode 3. Moreover, by
varying the radius ρo for fixed carrier frequency, it is not
possible to excite mode 3 in the circular microstrip anymore,
consistent to equation (7) in [11]. As a result, for ρo = 0.39λ
the antenna gains are lower than ideal isotropic radiators, while
for ρo = 0.51λ all the energy is radiated in two opposite
spatial directions.
The effect of these radiation patterns on the systems performance is shown in Fig. 6, where we plot the MIMO ergodic
capacity as a function of φc for the three values of ρo above.
In the same figure we plot also the “ideal” MIMO capacity
derived in i.i.d. channels, as reference. We note that the best
performance is achieved for ρo = 0.45λ due to the effect of
pattern diversity, whereas for ρo = 0.51λ the capacity reaches
its maximum only in those spatial direction with high antenna
gain. Note that the capacity produced by the CPAs may be
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Fig. 5. Radiation patterns (over the azimuth plane) of the two elements of the CPA for different values of physical radius ρo , with ρf = 0.64ρo . Legend:
antenna 1 (solid line); antenna 2 (dashdot line); ideal isotropic radiator (dotted line).

propagation conditions. Based on these observations, hereafter
we define two metrics to evaluate the statistical performance
of CPAs in single-cluster clustered channels, that will be used
in the proposed optimization algorithm.
C. Performance Metrics for Optimization Algorithms
One common metric to evaluate the performance of MIMO
arrays exploiting pattern diversity is the inner product of the
antenna radiation patterns [40], [41], [46]
Υ(x) = E  (x), E m (x)

E  (x; Ω)E ∗m (x; Ω)dΩ
4π
= 

2

4π

Fig. 6. Ergodic capacity of the CPA as a function of the cluster mean AOA,
with σφ = 20o and SN R = 10 dB.

higher than the ideal capacity due to the power normalization
in (17) with respect to the gain of isotropic radiators, that
accounts for both cross-correlation and antenna gain effects.
Here, the physical interpretation of “ideal” performance can
be described as the capacity achievable by two ideal isotropic
radiators spaced apart at distance much greater than the
wavelength (i.e., ideal array exploiting space diversity).
These results reveal that the CPA performance in realistic
clustered MIMO channels is in fact sensitive to the antenna parameters. Moreover, we computed the CPA performance only
in the worse case scenario of single-cluster channels, since
that yields the lowest capacity values as proved in subsection
III-C. Note that, we do account for different values of mean
AOA and we aim to optimize CPA designs statistically, rather
than in single propagation scenario. For example, the antenna
solution in Fig. 5(c) outperforms the one in Fig. 5(b) only
for certain values of mean AOA (i.e., ∼ 15o and ∼ 195o) as
shown in Fig. 6, due to larger gain towards those directions.
The antenna (b), however, performs better than (c) as average
and we prefer that design for its robustness in a variety of

|E  (x; Ω)| dΩ

4π

2

1/2

.

(19)

|E m (x; Ω)| dΩ

This metric is derived from (15) under the simplistic assumption of uniform distribution of the multipaths (i.e., S(Ω)
has uniform p.d.f.). It is well known that the assumption of
uniformly distributed PAS is not realistic and overestimates the
MIMO channel capacity [47]. In realistic clustered channel
environments, the MIMO ergodic capacity is a function of
the cluster mean AOA and AS, as shown in Fig. 4. To solve
the optimization algorithm for MIMO arrays, however, it is
desirable to remove the dependence of the objective function
on the channel parameters and express it only as a function
of the antenna physical characteristics, as for the metric in
(19). Hence, we propose two performance metrics derived
from the ergodic capacity that are independent on the channel
parameters and measure the statistical performance of MIMO
arrays in clustered channels.
We denote with C(x; φc , σφ ) the ergodic capacity as a
function of the channel parameters for given CPA design
described by x. We define the mean capacity (C) as
C(x)

=
Eφc ,σφ {C(x; φc , σφ )}
∞

=
0

C(x; φc , σφ )fφc ,σφ (φc , σφ )dφc dσφ

(20)

where fφc ,σφ (·) is the joint p.d.f. of φc and σφ , and we assume
φc and σφ are independent and with uniform distributions, that
is reasonable assumption for practical channel models. The
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Fig. 7. Comparison of different metrics to evaluate the performance of
pattern diversity.

mean capacity measures the average performance of the array
in different propagation scenarios. Additionally, it is desirable
to account for the notches in the capacity curve in Fig. 4, by
introducing a notion of “outage”. We define the 10% outage
capacity (C10% ) as
P [C(x; φc , σφ ) ≤ C10% (x)]
 C10% (x)
C(x; φc , σφ )fφc ,σφ (φc , σφ )dφc dσφ = 10%
=
0

(21)

where P denotes the probability of a random variable. Note
that the ergodic capacity C(x; φc , σφ ) in (20) and (21) is
numerically evaluated through the closed-form expression in
equation (46) in [44] and using the definition of spatial
correlation in (17).
Fig. 7 compares the three metrics mentioned above: the
mean capacity in (20), the 10% outage capacity in (21) and
the conventional envelope of the inner product in (19). The
circular patch antennas are simulated through FEKO with
ρf = 0.8ρo , h = 1.575 mm and r = 6. Different values of
radius are considered ρo = 0.12λ, 0.2λ, 0.29λ, 0.36λ, 0.44λ to
excite modes n = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, respectively, at 2.4 GHz carrier
frequency. Note that some values of ρo are slightly different
from the theoretical ones reported in [48] due to near-field
effects between the two antenna elements of the CPA.
In Fig. 7 it is possible to see that both mean and outage
capacity increase as a function of the mode number due to
the beneficial effect of pattern diversity, consistently to the
theoretical results presented in [11]. Fig. 7 shows a large
capacity gain (about 100%) between mode 1 and mode 5,
revealing that careful design of the antenna radiation patterns
is necessary for MIMO arrays that exploit pattern diversity in
realistic clustered propagation channels. We observe that all
five antenna designs in Fig. 7 resonate at the carrier frequency
of operation, but provide different capacity values. This result
reveals that array performance metrics from microwave theory
(i.e., return loss) and communication theory (i.e., capacity) are
not necessarily related, and their joint optimization is required
for CPA designs in clustered channel models. Moreover, the
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Fig. 8. Mean capacity in (20) as a function of the physical radius (ρo )
and the feed location (ρf ). The two antennas of the CPA are designed with
physical parameters h = 1.575 mm and r = 6.

inner product in (19) oscillates around the value of 0.1, since
the radiation patterns are orthogonal for any mode number.
This result demonstrates that (20) and (21) are better measures
of the effect of pattern diversity on systems performance, in
realistic clustered MIMO channels, than the conventional inner
product (19).
Finally, we compute the metrics in (20) and (21) as a
function of the antenna parameters. Fig. 8 shows the mean
capacity in (20) versus radius (ρo ) and feeding location (ρf )
of the circular microstrip antennas (with h = 1.575 mm and
r = 2.2). It is possible to see that the maximum is reached
for ρo ≈ 0.45λ for most of the values of ρf . The metrics
in (20) and (21) will be used in the optimization algorithm
to determine the best values of antenna parameters on the
communication theoretic point of view.
V. M ICROWAVE T HEORY P ERFORMANCE M ETRICS
Hereafter, we present different metrics from microwave
theory used to evaluate the efficiency of CPA designs as a
function of the physical antenna parameters.
A. S-parameters
The antenna efficiency depends on the losses at the input or
within the structure of an antenna, and indicates the amount
of radiated power for given input power [37]. The antenna
efficiency is generally measured in terms of return loss or
S11 and S22 scattering parameters, for 2-port antenna designs.
Typical target value used to measure the bandwidth of S11 and
S22 is −10 dB.
Due to the proximity of the two circular patch antennas, the
performance of the CPA may be affected by mutual coupling
effects. Mutual coupling results in distortion of the antenna
radiation patterns [49]–[53] and power loss [54]–[56]. The
effect of pattern distortion on the MIMO channel capacity was
shown in Section IV-B. Power loss due to mutual coupling is
generally measured in terms of the S12 and S21 scattering
parameters, for 2-element arrays. The target value for the
bandwidth of S12 and S21 is −20 dB.
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(1)

(2)

Fig. 9. Bandwidth BW11 as a function of the radii ρo and ρo of the
(1)
(1)
two patch antennas of the CPA. The antenna parameters are: ρf = 0.9ρo ,
(1)
(1)
(1)
(2)
(2)
(1)
(2)
h
= 9 mm, r = 2.2, ρgp = 2ρo , ρf = 0.8ρo , h
= 7 mm,
(2)
(2)
(2)
r = 8, ρgp = 1.8ρo .

different S-parameters. For example, Fig. 6 shows that the
antenna designs in Fig. 5(b) and Fig. 5(c) yield similar capacity (close to the ideal case) for certain values of mean AOA
(i.e., ∼ 15o and ∼ 195o ). The solution (c), however, has large
return loss as opposed to (b), that is designed to resonate at 2.4
GHz. Note that the large capacity gain for (c) is only due to
the very directional radiation patterns. On the other hand, Fig.
7 depicts the capacity performance of five CPAs resonating
at 2.4 GHz with different modes, but we observe that the
capacity performance varies with the mode number. Hence,
the S-parameters and capacity metrics may not be correlated.
Motivated by these results, here we present an algorithm for
MIMO arrays that jointly optimizes communication theory and
microwave theory performance metrics.
In Fig. 8 we showed that mean and outage capacity of the
CPA vary as a function of x. Here, we define the objective
function of the optimization algorithm based on MIMO communication performance as
gMIMO (x) = w1 C(x) + w2 C10% (x)

(22)

B. Performance Metrics for Optimization Algorithms
The values of the S-parameters, expressed as a function
of the frequency, depend on the physical characteristics of the
antennas. To optimize the physical parameters of CPA designs
we employ the bandwidth BW11 and BW22 defined as the
measure of the set of frequencies for which |S11 | and |S22 |
are below −10 dB, respectively. Similarly, BW12 and BW21
denote the bandwidth of |S12 | and |S21 |, respectively, for the
target −20 dB.
Fig. 9 depicts the bandwidth BW11 as a function of the radii
(1)
(2)
ρo and ρo of the two patches. The bandwidth is expressed
in percentage value with respect to the carrier frequency fc =
2.44 GHz for WLANs and is measured within the frequency
band [2.2, 2.7] GHz. Moreover, the substrate of the bottom
(1)
(2)
and top patches are characterized by r = 2.2 and r = 8,
respectively. We observe that BW11 reaches values of ∼ 5%
(1)
(2)
for ρo ≈ 0.42λ and ρo ≈ 0.22λ. These are the values of
radius for which the two patch antennas resonate with mode
3 for the given values of r , similarly to the theoretical results
in [48].
Note that the bandwidth of the circular patch antennas
is also a function of the substrate height h and dielectric
constant r , feed location ρf and size of the ground plane
ρgp as shown in [26], [37]. To optimize the CPA design over
these physical parameters we formulate a multidimensional
optimization algorithm as in the following section.

where w1 and w2 are weighting values. Note that the values of
w1 and w2 can be chosen depending on whether the design has
to be optimized with respect to average or outage performance.
Similarly, Fig. 9 shows the antenna bandwidth is also a
function of x. We denote the bandwidth of the scattering
parameter Sij as BWij (x) = |[f ij (x), f ij (x)]|, where | · | is
the measure of a set and f ij and f ij characterize the range of
frequencies that satisfy the predefined target (i.e., −10 dB for
S11 and S22 , −20 dB for S12 and S21 ). Moreover, we define
BW = [f , f ] as the target frequency band. For designs conceived for WLANs applications, we assume BW = [2.4, 2.48]
GHz. With these definitions, we write the microwave theory
performance metric as

VI. O PTIMIZATION A LGORITHM FOR 2-CPA D ESIGNS
So far, we studied the performance of CPA designs as
a function of the antenna parameters and defined different
metrics. Here, we present an algorithm to optimize the performance of CPAs by jointly maximizing performance metrics
from communication theory (i.e., MIMO channel capacity)
and microwave theory (i.e., bandwidth).

S = {x ∈ X |gMW (x) = 0} .

A. Algorithm Description and Results
In Section IV we showed there are cases where different
MIMO array designs yield similar capacity performance with

gMW (x) = IA11(x) IA22(x) IA12(x) IA21(x) − 1

(23)

where Aij = {x|f ij (x) ≤ f , f ij (x) ≥ f } and IAij (·) denotes
the indicator function3.
The goal of the proposed optimization algorithm is to
determine the CPA design that provides statistically the best
capacity performance in correlated channels, while satisfying
predefined target bandwidth requirements. Hence, we use
(22) as objective function and (23) to define the (non-linear)
equality constraint, and formulate the optimization problem as
xopt = arg max {gMIMO (x)|gMW (x) = 0}
x∈X

(24)

where the feasible set is given by
(25)

Finally, we solve the optimization problem in (24). We
observe that the objective function in (22) is not convex, as
shown in Fig. 8, and to solve (24) we use a genetic algorithm
[18], [19], [57]. In our genetic algorithm the population size
is 40 and the mutation rate is 50%. There are six optimization
3 The

indicator function is defined as

1 if y ∈ A;
IA (y) =
0 otherwise.
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of MIMO bit-interleaved coded modulation (BICM) systems
presented in [61]. Finally, the optimization algorithm proposed
in subsection VI-A as well as the block diagram in Fig. 2
are general and can be used in any MIMO array synthesis
problem. The entries of the vector x in (2) and in Fig. 2,
however, may need to be adjusted depending on the type of
antenna structure to be optimized.
VII. C ONCLUSIONS

(1)

Fig. 10. S-parameters for the optimized CPA design with ρo = 0.43λ and
(2)
ρo = 0.22λ. The vertical dashed lines indicate the target bandwidth (BW)
used in the optimization algorithm.

parameters as in (2) for the two antennas of the CPA. These
parameters are quantized over 6 bits, such that the chromosomes of the population consist of 36 bits total. Moreover, to
evaluate (23) with low computational complexity, we calculate
the S-parameters over the target frequency band by applying
the Cauchy method [58]–[60].
We solve (24) through this genetic algorithm and find the
antenna parameters that optimize the performance of the CPA:
(1)
(1)
(1)
(2)
ρo = 0.43λ, ρf = 0.9ρo , h(1) = 9 mm, ρo = 0.22λ,
(2)
(2)
(1)
ρf = 0.8ρo and h(2) = 7 mm, where we fixed r =
(1)
(1)
(2)
(2)
(2)
2.2, ρgp = 2ρo , r = 8 and ρgp = 1.8ρo . With these
parameters, mode 3 is excited for both the bottom and top
patch antennas of the CPA. Fig. 10 shows the S-parameters for
our proposed CPA design. We observe that the return loss |S11 |
and |S22 | for the two ports of the CPA is below −10 dB within
the target frequency band BW = [2.4, 2.48] GHz for WLANs.
Similarly, the parameters |S12 | and |S21 | are way below −20
dB within BW, revealing very good isolation between the two
ports of the CPA.

We proposed a novel optimization methodology to design
circular patch arrays (CPAs) exploiting pattern diversity in
realistic clustered MIMO channels. This optimization methodology employs a combination of MIMO communication and
microwave theory performance metrics. We first motivated
the choice of the MIMO communication performance metrics
through capacity analysis of CPAs in clustered channel models. Then we defined two MIMO communication performance
metrics, expressed only as a function of the antenna parameters, to measure the mean and outage CPA performance in a
variety of propagation scenarios. We also measured the performance of CPAs in terms of bandwidth and mutual coupling
effects. Finally, we formulated and solved the optimization
methodology producing the optimal CPA design. This novel
optimization method was here presented for the particular case
of CPAs, but can be extended to any kind of array type that
uses pattern diversity in clustered MIMO channels. Future
work include manufacturing and measurement validation of
the optimal CPA design proposed in this paper.
A PPENDIX
Proof of the Theorem:
Let us define

A=
and

1
1 + 2(nσφ )2


λ1 = 1 + B.

(26)
(27)

From (27) and by the hypothesis λ1 + λ2 = 2, we obtain
λ2 = 1 − B.

(28)


B. Discussion on MIMO Antenna Synthesis
The analysis and results presented in this paper are derived
for one specific MIMO antenna structure (i.e., CPAs). The
metrics and optimization methodology presented in this contribution, however, can be generalized to any MIMO array
solution that exploits pattern diversity.
The analysis described in Section III is restricted to CPAs.
But similar results can be obtained for different antenna
structures, as long as the electric filed of the antennas can
be expressed in closed form, similarly to equations (5) and
(6) in [11] for CPAs. The new definition of spatial correlation
in (17) can be used for any MIMO array exploiting pattern
diversity and can be numerically evaluated from the electric
filed of the antennas. The capacity performance metrics defined in (20) and (21) can be used to optimize any MIMO
array in clustered channels. Note that, similar metrics can be
defined from the bit error rate (BER) closed form expressions

Next, from (26), (27) and the hypothesis we derive λ1 =
1 + B ≤ 1 + A, that can be simplified as
B ≤ A.

(29)

Finally, by using (27) and (28) and the property in (29), we
derive
λ1 λ2 = (1 + B)(1 − B) = 1 − B 2 ≥ 1 − A2 .

(30)
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